ShipIT 3.00 Release Notes
This document describes the differences (both technical and
functional) between ShipIT 2.00 (released December 2016) and
ShipIT 3.00 (released August 2017).

1. Discontinuation of Transsmart Bridge (.exe)
Previous versions of ShipIT used an external component (IDYN.Transsmart.Bridge.EXE) to communicate with
Transsmart. This was due to the fact that ShipIT had to be compatible with both old NAV clients (NAV2009R2 classic)
and newer NAV clients (NAV2013 +). Old clients use Automation for communicating with HTTP services, new clients use
.NET libraries. The support for older versions will be discontinued as from ShipIT 3.00. Therefore, supporting
Automation components is no longer necessary
2. Reports linked to Transport Orders
In ShipIT 3.00 it becomes possible to create a list of reports per Transport Order.
These reports will be used (printed) on a specific moment during the handling of a Transport Order (before booking,
after booking, …). Note: the NAV partner and end customer should decide at which moment the reports will be printed.
Also, they will need to make a decision about linking a default set of reports to a Transport Order automatically.

3. Sales Return Orders
In ShipIT 3.00, the handling of Sales Return Orders has been added to the list of document types that are
handled using Transport Orders:

4. Transfer Orders
In ShipIT 3.00, Transfer Orders have been added to the list of document types that are handled using Transport
Orders:

5. Special Character Support
In the old situation with the IDYN.Transsmart.Bridge.EXE, the handling of special characters (é, ö, etc.) caused
problems in some situations; in the new situation these problems have been fixed.

6. Address selection improvement
In previous versions only a location could be selected as a pickup address, and a customer or vendor could be
selected as a delivery address. In ShipIT 3.00 this has been extended. Now the pickup address can also be a customer
or a vendor, and the delivery address can also be a location.
7. Archived Transport Orders
It is sometimes necessary to archive a Transport Order, but *not* make an actual transport booking.
In ShipIT 3.00 it becomes possible to archive a Transport Order *without* doing a booking to Transsmart.
8. Delivery Notes
Transsmart uses a set of additional data called Delivery Note Lines (Dutch: pakbonregels):

In ShipIT 3.00 we now have created a set of data to populate this block of delivery note information:

Please note that the fields are not populated by default; customer and/or NAV partner should decide upon filling the
necessary default values.
9. Miscellaneous
In various areas of the application minor bug fixes have been made. ShipIT 2.00 contained some wrong captions etc.
These issues have been fixed in ShipIT3.00.

